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THE PROMISE OF LABOR MARKET INTEGRATION TO PROMOTE ORDERLY ASYLUM SEEKING
Global confederation of over 160 members who are working in almost every country of the world
How to manage and respond to the increasing flows of mixed migration to Europe?
Using the legal instruments already available in the EU, regular admissions can be guaranteed.
Caritas opened “humanitarian corridors” that enable to relocate refugees from Africa, Middle East and Asia.
How the humanitarian corridors run

Identification and selection of beneficiaries

Identification of host communities

Preparation of beneficiaries

Transfer to destination countries

Integration

Sustenabilities
University corridor is a student pathway program that give refugees the opportunity to finalize their master’s degree.

UNIVERSITY CORRIDORS 2019 - 2023

Studenti rifugiati arrivati nel corso delle 4 edizioni sono 140
- Edizione 2019: 2 Università e 6 beneficiari
- Edizione 2020: 10 Università e 20 beneficiari
- Edizione 2021: 24 Università e 45 beneficiari
- Edizione 2022: 33 Università e 69 beneficiari

Paesi di provenienza
Etiopia, Eritrea, Somalia, Sud Sudan, Nigeria, Niger, Camerun, Zimbabwe, Mozambico, Sudafrica, Malawi e Zambia

Nazionalità prevalenti
Congo, Nigeria, Camerun, Ruanda, Rep. Centrafricana, Burundi

Caritas diocesane attive 32

Partner nazionali di Caritas Italiana
Ministero degli Esteri, UNHCR, numerose Università italiane, Diaconia Valdese, Gandhi Charity e Centro Astalli
The main challenge during the integration process is labor market integration.
The aim of the program is matching the needs of protection with the needs of labor market in Italy.
We are trying to change the narrative about migration in Europe, building a new paradigm.